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Bhutan Extension 
Duration: 4 Days, 3 Nights 
A journey to South Asia wouldn’t be complete without embarking on a Bhutan tour. This small, Himalayan kingdom is awash with historical, 
religious and adventure-filled attractions. Its awe-inspiring mountainous landscape is matched in its brilliance by the country’s enchanting and 
vibrant culture. Experience the cultural wonders of Bhutan on this 4-day adventure to some of the country’s finest monuments, temples, 
monasteries and markets in the iconic regions of Paro and Thimpu. Admire the spectacular mountain views, Buddhist monuments, statues and 
colourful market stalls of Thimphu, and explore the historical town of Paro at the centre of a valley rich in sacred sites and ancient buildings. 
Marvel at the magnificent scenery, visit an ancient watchtower and strap on your hiking boots for a truly memorable journey to the legendary 
Takhtsang Monastery (Tiger’s Nest), perched on the edge of a rocky cliff 900 metres (3000 ft) above the Paro valley. 
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Paro 

The historical town of Paro lies at the centre of a valley rich in sacred sites and ancient buildings and forms part of the Golden Triangle of exceptional 
destinations in Bhutan. Home to the only international airport in the country, this pretty destination is covered with terraced paddy fields and quaint 
farmhouses, scattered throughout the valley in the lower areas. Among the many temples in the area, Paro is most famous for the iconic Takhtsang 
Lakhang (also known as the Tiger’s Nest), situated at the northern end of the valley. It is also home to the National Museum, which is situated in the Paro Ta 
Dzong, an ancient watchtower, which displays hundreds of ancient Bhutanese artifacts and artwork. The museum also boasts a wonderful natural history 
section. One of the main highlights is a hike to the Tiger’s Nest Monastery perched on the edge of a rocky cliff 900 metres (3000 ft) above the Paro valley. 

 
  


